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1. Introduction. In the preceding paper I, we have described
the definition of the cross and Whitehead products. In this paper we
shall show a few properties of the cross and Whitehead products as
consequences of their definition and prove the existence and unique-
ness of these products.

2. Immediate consequences from the axiom. Consider two maps

f" (X, x0)->(X’, Xo) and g" (Y, yo)->(Y’, y) and let fg" (X Y, Xv Y,
(Xo, yo))->(X’ Y’, X’v Y’, (x, y)) be a map defined by (f g)(x, y)-(f(x),

Proposition 1. For a (X, Xo), fl .( Y, Yo), we have
(f X g)(a X )--f#a X g#.

This is easily proved and the proof is omitted.
Now let r" XX Y->YxX be a map such that r(x, y)=(y, x).
Proposition 2. For a end(X, o), fiend(Y, Yo), we have

( 1 ) ’,(a X
In order to prove this, we shall need the following lemma, whose

proof will be omitted.
Lemma 3. Let f, g" (X, Xo) --> ( Y, Yo) be H-homomorphisms between

H-spaces X and Y with units Xo, Yo respectively. An H-homomor-
phism h=f. g" (X, xo)->(Y, Yo) is defined by h(x) f(x). g(x), xe X. Then
we have h(a)=fa(a)Tg(a), for aer,(X, xo), n>0. If X and Y are
loop spaces, =o(X, Xo) and ro(Y, Yo) may be considered as groups. In
this case the above relation holds also.

Proof of Prop. 2. In cases m--n=0; m--0, n>0; m>0, n=0,
we can show directly by definition that the formula (1) holds. Now
we assume that the formula (1) holds for k<m, l<n. Let Dr"
DXxDY-+DYxDX, r" Xv YYvX and Dr" D(Xv Y)D(YvX) be
maps induced by r. Then Dar(aXfl)=DrO(aXfl)=(Qr’)Q(aX)
=(--1)"-(Dr’)9(DaXDfl)--(--1)"-((Dr’)og)(DaXD/). A map (Dr’)o
9xxoY-.o(Y x) is defined by ((Dr’) 9)(x, Y)--(Yo, x)(y, xo)(yo, x-)

(Y-, Xo). On the other hand, (9o(Dr))(x, y)--(y, Xo)(Y0, x)(Y-, x0)(Yo, x-).
Therefore (Dr’) 9= (9 (Dr))-

--(Vo(Qr))#. Hence
(Dr)a)(Da X D/)= (-- 1)"9 ((-- 1)"-""-’(DX Da))-- (-- 1)--t2a(/ x a).
Thus we have r(a X/9)--(-- 1)’"/9 X a.
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Corollary 4. Let f’(X,o)-(X’,x) and let ar,(X,x0), 6r(X, x0).
Then we have the following formulas:

. xience and uniqueness. In this section we shall construct
a cross product oration in a given axiomatic homotopy theory H
{, , } and show its uniqueness.
Let a e( xo), e ,(Y, y). Then a X fl is well defined for m or

n:O by definition. Now let m>0, n>0 and assume that a Xfl is
already constructed for each k<m and l<n. Then we have
(gaXgfl)e.._(XvY, (xo, yo)) and if we show that
Image " r.,(Xx Y, Xv Y, (x0, yo))or.._(Xv Y, (x,, yo)), we can con-
struct a X fl such that the axiom is satisfied. Let p" XXYq" X
x YoY projections and let " XvY- XvYY restricted
maps of p and q resctively.

Lena 5. Let n> 1. A bounda homomorphism ,(Xx Y,
Xv Y, (xo, yo))o._(Xv Y, (xo, yo)) is a monomorphism. Moreover, we
have Image =Kernel , where is a homomorphism of ._(Xv Y,
(xo, yo)) to a direct prodt ,_(X, xo)Xr,_(Y, yo) defined (a)

This lemma can proved in the axiomatic homotopy theory and
the proof is omitted.

Now let 9" 9(Xv Y)gX a map induced by . Then 9-
q(ga X9) 9-(9)(9aX 9fl)- 9-(9 ),(ga X 9fl) 0, cause
9 -0. Similarly, ag-,(ga X 9fl):0. By Lemma 5, we have
(ga X9)eImage 3.

Since 3 is a monomorphism, it is noted that the element a

satisfying the formula 9(aXfl)-(--1)"-,(gaXgfl) is uniquely de-
termined.

Two homotopy theories with cross products H:{, ,O, x}, H
{, , , x } are said to equivalent if there exists an equivalence

h: {h,} tween H:[, , } and H:{, , } (cf. [2]) such that h..
(a X ) ha h, for a eu( x,), fle ,(Y, yo)-

It can easily seen from the ave considerations that any two
homotopy theories with cross products are equivalent.

The existence and uniqueness of the Whihead product oration
can obtained directly by the ave results.

4. Usl cross produs. To conclude this par, we shall show
that the usual cm product oration satisfies the conditions descri
in the precing par I, 2.

We recall the definition of the cross products in the usual homoto-
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py theory.1) Let f’(I",/%)->(X, Xo) and g" (I, ])->(Y, Yo) be repre-
sentatives of a(X, xo) and f(Y, Yo)(m>0, n>0) respectively.
Define a map h" (I I, (I I)’)(Xx Y, X Y) by h(z, y)-(f(z),
g(y)). The element fi of +(Xx Y, Xv Y, (Zo, Yo)) represented by
h dends only on and and is called a cross product of
For m or =0, fi has not en defined. But in this case, if we
define by the conditions in I, 2, (a) and (b), we have

Theorem 6. The usual cross prodt operation satisfies the
iom of cross prodts described in I, 2.

Proof3 We shall prove the theorem for the case m> 1, n> 1.
The other cases can treated by slight modifications. Let f"(I-,
]-)( x0), g" (I"-, ’-)(gY, Yo) maps defined by f’(x)(t)

f(x,t), g’(y)(t)=g(y, t) for xI-, yI-, tL Then they represent
a
_

(X, Xo) and fl
_
(Y, Yo) resctively and

(gXx 9Y, 9XvY, (xo, Yo)) is represented by a map h’" (I
(I-’ x I"-’)’) (gXx 9Y, 9Xv9Y) such that h’(x, y)-- (if(x), g’(y)).
We shall show that

O{h}--(--1)"--{h’}.
Define a map " (I X I X I)’o9(XvY) by

h’(x, y), (x, y) I X I’-’, t= O,
(x, U, t)= H(h’(x, y), t), (x, U) e (I-X I’- )’, t I,

(Xo, Yo), (x, y) eI- XI-, t: 1,
where H is a null-homotopy of ]gXvgY defined in I, 2. Then
it can shown by a straightforward calculation that represents
q[h’}. Now define a map

"(I-XIxI’-XI)’XvY by

’(x, t, Y, (x, y, s)(t), otherwise.
Then we have that ’ represents (--1)’-{]-(--1)’-q[h’]. On the
other hand, define a map d"2 by

o),

J (1, 4t-- 1),
d(t, 0)-- ] (3--4t, 1),

k (0, 4--40,
d(1, s)--d(t, 1)--d(0, s)--(0, 0),

and extend d to I linearly. Let p, p" IxII projections such
that p(t, s)=t, p(t, s)=s. Then if we define a map D" (I-xIx I"-x

1) Cf. [lJ or [4].
2) M. Tsuda pointed out that the same technique has been used by H. Samelson

in the proof of his Theorem 1 in [3]; that is, if *=(X, zo), B(X, Zo), re>l, n>l,
then h[, ]=(-1)-(h* h-(-1)(’n-)(n-)h*h), where h denotes the Hure-
wicz homomorphism and the Pontryagin product in H,(PX).

Added in proof. See also [5].
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XI)’->(I-XIXI’-XI)" by D(x,t, y,s)--(x, pd(t,s), y, pd(t,s)), D is

a deformation. Let --hl (II)". Then we can prove that D-O’
tel. 0 in Xv Y and this implies that

,.Qa(a x ,8)= (--1)"--q (,.Oa x/2,8).
The relation between the cross products and the Whitehead

products in the usual theory is well known. Therefore the White-
head product operation defined in I, 2 coincides with the usual one
in the usual homotopy theory.
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